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Our Products

Founded in 2002, Gurtam is a global leader in fleet
management and IoT software development.
Wialon, its flagship product, is a multifunctional
fleet management system for tracking mobile and
stationary assets. For 16 years, Wialon has entered
the national markets of more than 130 countries
with 1,900,000+ units being tracked worldwide.

SaaS version of GPS tracking system Wialon.
Offers a broad range of functions and flexible
settings. All product updates come up
in real time.

Gurtam has over
1,000 partners

A server version of Wialon system that is
controlled by the client himself.

They have from dozens to hundreds of clients each.
These partners are both small enterprises and big
corporate groups. For instance, big-name brands
such as Coca-Cola, Lukoil, Mobil 1 use our solutions.

PaaS solution created speciﬁcally for a handy
work with devices and telematics data
integration into software. It is aimed at
transferring telematics data to the programs
controlling automation.

Comprehensive tools for
vehicle tracking
Gurtam partners integrate Wialon with the equipment
offering their clients a complex solution. When
applied, it looks like this: a tracker installed in a vehicle
picks up a satellite signal and sends the data to
Gurtam server; we process this information and
provide it in the form of analytical reports.
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Scope of Application

Cargo shipping
and passenger transportation

Agricultural sector
and production

Construction and
municipal services

Taxi and
public transport

Delivery and
collection services

Ambulance and
rescue services

1 900 000+

1 500+

1 000+

200+

130+

43%

Gurtam in Figures
units tracked

skilled professionals

compatible devices

countries where our partners
live and work

partners worldwide

of vehicle tracking market
in CIS countries
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